Demining Equipment

Mine Protection Suit MPS4
Article No.: 1020047

The MPS4 mine clearance and search suit is extremely
versatile and comfortable, designed to be worn by personnel who have to look for EOD/IED devices and anti
personnel mines.
It provides fragmentation, blast and ballistic protection to
the whole body, including back, front, side, neck, under
arm protection, and lower groin protection that wraps
completely under the groin - protecting from ground blast
up into the suit.
The trousers are articulated at the knees, giving the user
good mobility and flexibility. The sleeves are independent
of the jacket, allowing them to be adjusted for different
shoulder sizes, and also allowing for greater comfort and
freedom of movement.
FEATURES
- Full body protection including back, front,
side, neck, under arm, lower groin
- Protection level according to STANAG 2920
v50 = 450 m/s (other levels on request)
- Very versatile and comfortable to wear
- Nomex® outer cover flame resistant and washable
- Full size range S, M, L and XL
- Different colours available, see next page
Helmet not included
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Demining Equipment

Mine Protection Suit MPS4
Article No.: 1020047

COMPONENTS
Trousers, jacket, sleeves, ballistic collar, ballistic epaulets,
ballistic helmet with fragmentation face shield and carrying bag.
SIZES
S, M, L, XL
COLOURS
Standard colours are olive green, sand, blue
and black; others on request.
WEIGHT
Approx. 11.5 kg (depending on size)
OPTIONS
Helmet with screwed fragmentation visor
v50 helmet = 580 m/s, v50 visor = 250 m/s
(Article no.: 1020150)
PASGT Helmet with removeable fragmentation visor
v50 helmet = 650 m/s, v50 visor = 250 m/s
(Article no.: 1020164)
PASGT Helmet with ballistic visor
v50 helmet = 650 m/s, v50 visor = 550 m/s
(Article no.: 1020106)
Hard armour plates
Enhanced protection by optionally available hard armour
plates. If desired, the suit can be produced with a pocket
in the front, or even in front and back. For front protection
only order one piece, for front and back protection two
pcs.
Level III+, weight 1.8 kg (Article No.: 1020047-05)
Level IV, weight 3.3 kg (Article No.: 1020047-06)
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